Arctic cloud annual cycle biases in climate models
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Abstract. Arctic clouds exhibit a robust annual cycle with maximum cloudiness in fall and minimum in winter. These variations affect energy flows in the Arctic with a large influence on the surface radiative fluxes. Contemporary climate models struggle to reproduce the observed Arctic cloud amount annual cycle and significantly disagree with each other. The goal of this analysis is to quantify the cloud influencing factors that contribute to winter-summer cloud amount differences, as these seasons are primarily responsible for the model discrepancies with observations. We find that differences in the total cloud amount annual cycle are primarily caused by differences in low, not high, clouds; the largest differences occur between the surface and 950 hPa. Stratifying cloud amount by cloud influencing factors, we find that model groups disagree most under strong lower tropospheric stability, weak to moderate mid-tropospheric subsidence, and cold lower tropospheric air temperatures. Inter-group differences in low cloud amount are found to be a function of the dependence of low cloud amount on the lower tropospheric thermodynamic characteristics. We find that models with a larger low cloud amount in winter produce more cloud ice, whereas models with a larger low cloud amount in summer produce more cloud liquid. Thus, the parameterization of ice microphysics, specifically the ice formation mechanism (deposition vs. immersion freezing) and cloud liquid and ice partitioning, contributes to the inter-model differences in the Arctic cloud annual cycle and provides further evidence of the important role that cloud ice microphysical processes play in the evolution and modeling of the Arctic climate system.

1. Introduction

Arctic clouds, arguably one of the most poorly understood aspects of the Arctic climate system, strongly modulate radiative energy fluxes at the surface, through the atmosphere, and to the top of the atmosphere (Cesana et al., 2012; Curry et al., 1996; Kay et al., 2008; Kay & L’Ecuyer, 2013; Shupe & Intrieri, 2004). As such, Arctic clouds have the potential to influence climate variability and change in the Arctic and globally. For instance, the presence of clouds in winter over sea ice can be the difference between a -40 W m⁻² surface radiative energy imbalance and a balanced surface radiation budget, influencing surface temperature and sea ice growth rate (H. Morrison et al., 2012; Persson et al., 2002, 2017). Accurately representing clouds in climate models is therefore necessary to realistically simulate the evolution of the Arctic surface energy budget.

Contemporary climate models, however, strongly disagree with observations on the seasonality of Arctic cloud radiative effects. Observations indicate that Arctic clouds cool the surface through the reflection of solar radiation for a few months during summer and warm the surface through enhanced downwelling longwave radiation the rest of the
year (Kay & L’Ecuyer, 2013; Shupe & Intrieri, 2004). Climate models possess significant biases in the seasonality of the surface cloud radiative effect (Boeke & Taylor, 2016; Karlsson & Svensson, 2013; Karlsson & Svensson, 2011). Climate models participating in the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 5 (CMIP5) (Taylor et al., 2011) simulate Arctic clouds that are too reflective in summer and not insulating enough in winter. These cloud radiative effect biases trace to a number of errors in cloud properties: namely, insufficient Arctic cloud amount (English et al., 2015), inaccurate partitioning of cloud water between the liquid and ice phase leading to excessive ice clouds (Cesana et al., 2012; Kay et al., 2016) and insufficient supercooled liquid clouds (Komurcu et al., 2014). This study focuses on errors in model-simulated Arctic cloud amount and its annual cycle.

Arctic cloud amount exhibits a robust annual cycle that has been known for some time (Hahn et al., 1995; Huschke, 1969). However, important revisions to our understanding of the cloud amount annual cycle have occurred since the launch of the CloudSat Cloud Profiling Radar (Stephens et al., 2008) and the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) (Winker et al., 2010). As illustrated in Liu et al., (2012), both ground observer and satellite passive radiometer retrieval data sets indicate a broad summer maximum in cloud amount extending into September, declining through fall, and reaching an annual cycle minimum in winter. Both data sets suffer from the lack of sunlight in fall and winter. Passive cloud retrieval algorithms also change with surface type, posing additional challenges (Minnis et al., 2011). CALIOP and CloudSAT active remote sensing instruments provide cloud amount data independent of surface type with high accuracy in the absence of sunlight. Active remote sensing observations indicate that average Arctic cloud amount exceeds 65% for each month reaching ~90% in fall (Boeke & Taylor, 2016; Liu et al., 2012) and that previous data sets missed ~10-15% of fall cloud cover. Space-based active retrievals are not without limitations, most important of which is a 25-40% under detection of clouds below 500 meters relative to surface-based remote sensing observations (Liu et al., 2017). However, CALIOP and CloudSAT cloud amount data still provide the most complete characterization of vertically-resolved Arctic-wide cloud amount.

Despite the refined observational knowledge of the Arctic cloud annual cycle, the mechanisms that control it remain an open question. Beesley & Moritz (1999) outline several physical controls on Arctic clouds including surface-atmosphere coupling, large-scale meteorology, and cloud microphysics. The surface-atmospheric coupling mechanism implies—less sea ice, more surface evaporation—that Arctic cloud amount should follow the annual cycle of sea ice. Observationally, this mechanism has been shown to operate under specific conditions in fall, whereby reduced sea ice cover corresponds to increased cloud amount, but not in summer (Kay & Gettelman, 2009; Morrison et al., 2018; Taylor et al., 2015). Second, seasonal changes in large-scale meteorology, atmospheric advection, and humidity influence the cloud amount annual cycle. Previous work demonstrates a significant dependence of cloud properties on local atmospheric conditions (Barton et al., 2012; Kay & Gettelman, 2009; Li et al., 2014; Liu & Schweiger, 2017). Lower tropospheric stability has a profound influence on Arctic low cloud amount, whereby increased stability corresponds to reduced cloud amount (Taylor et al., 2015). Third, cloud microphysical processes affect cloud amount and exhibit a seasonality tied to temperature, whereby colder temperatures support ice crystal formation and precipitation (Beesley & Moritz, 1999). In addition, the seasonality of aerosol amount and composition can influence cloud amount and properties by altering microphysics (Coopman et al., 2018; Jackson et al., 2012).
Given the lack of mechanistic understanding of the drivers of the Arctic cloud annual cycle, it comes as no surprise that climate models struggle to simulate the Arctic cloud amount annual cycle. Comparison of the CALIOP-CloudSAT total column cloud amount with CMIP5 models indicates that individual models differ from observations by more than 15% in summer and 40% in winter (Boeke & Taylor, 2016). Further, Boeke & Taylor, (2016) show that several models produce peak cloud cover in winter with others producing peak cloud cover in summer; few models capture the observed fall cloud cover peak. Thus, the majority of models misrepresent the annual cycle of Arctic cloud cover. Meteorological reanalysis data products are not immune and also exhibit similar errors in the Arctic cloud amount annual cycle timing (Liu & Key, 2016).

The combination of poor model simulation and the lack of mechanistic understanding of the drivers of the Arctic cloud annual cycle signals a critical gap in our understanding with significant consequences for our ability to attribute, simulate, and predict Arctic climate variability and change. We address this gap by investigating the drivers of the inter-model differences in the Arctic cloud annual cycle in CMIP5 climate models. As previous studies indicate, Arctic cloud amount is influenced by its environment; a fact that guides this analysis. We adopt a methodology stratifying climate model simulated vertically-resolved cloud amount by several key cloud influencing factors, described in Section 2. The stratification methodology, discussed in Section 3, enables us to explore the dependence of simulated cloud amount on individual and groups of cloud influencing factors and how they differ across the CMIP5 models. In section 4, our key results are compared with previous work (Li et al., 2014) and our understanding of the mechanisms driving the Arctic cloud annual cycle is discussed. Lastly, Section 5 highlights the insights gained into how the Arctic cloud annual cycle influences Arctic climate variability and change and our ability to simulate it.

2. Methodology and Models

The goal of this analysis is to explain the divergent representations of the Arctic cloud amount annual cycle found in contemporary climate models. We use the historical forcing simulations (prescribed greenhouse gases and land use changes consistent with observations from 1979-2005) from 24 CMIP5 climate models (Taylor et al., 2011) with the available output in the archive (https://esgf-node.llnl.gov/projects/cmip5/). Monthly mean variables used include vertically-resolved cloud amount, air temperature ($T_a$), relative humidity ($RH$), 500 hPa vertical velocity ($\omega_{500}$), sensible heat flux ($SHF$), latent heat flux ($LHF$), liquid and ice water mixing ratios ($CLW$ and $CLI$, respectively), sea ice concentration ($SIC$) and lower tropospheric stability ($LTS$). Lower tropospheric stability is defined as the potential temperature difference between the surface and 700 hPa, computed from the monthly-averaged temperature profile.

Several observed and reanalysis variables are included as a reference to gauge the fidelity of the model results. The Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications-2 (MERRA-2) provides information on the Arctic atmospheric conditions. MERRA-2 has a horizontal resolution of 0.5° latitude x 0.625° longitude and vertical resolution of 72 hybrid-eta levels fully described in Molod et al., (2015). The observed vertically-resolved Arctic cloud amount are derived from CALIPSO-CloudSAT-CERES-MODIS (C3M) data (Kato et al., 2010).

The primary methodology composites cloud amount into bins of individual cloud influencing factors, adapted from Li et al., (2014). The cloud influencing factors considered include $\omega_{500}$, $LTS$, $SHF$, $LHF$, $SIC$, and vertically-
resolved $T_a$ and $RH$. The primary difference between the present analysis and Li et al., (2014) is the use of monthly-averaged model output instead of instantaneous satellite data. We also extend our analysis beyond single variables and construct joint distributions.

Lastly, the results are composited and analyzed within two groups based upon key features of the simulated Arctic total cloud amount annual cycle. Figure 1a shows that the cloud amount annual cycles from individual models tend to follow one of two patterns: one showing the largest cloud amount in winter and small seasonal variations, and another showing minimum cloud amount in winter, peak summertime cloud amount, and large seasonal amplitude. Figure 2 summarizes these two patterns showing a scatterplot of the average winter (DJF) and summer (JJA) cloud amounts for individual models motivating the separation of the 24 models into two groups; models that simulate a larger total cloud amount in winter are referred to as Group 1 (10 models) and models that simulate a larger total cloud amount in summer are referred to as Group 2 (14 models). While the models can be grouped in several different ways, the choice to delineate model groups above and below the diagonal 1:1 line in Fig. 2 clearly places models with similar cloud amount annual cycle shapes together while also grouping them based on how they differ from observations.

Group 1 models fail to reproduce the correct timing of the maximum cloud amount, showing peak cloud amount in winter while C3M shows minimum cloud amount in winter. Group 2 models correctly simulate the season of minimum cloud amount (winter), but possess a much larger-amplitude annual cycle than C3M and a summer peak in cloud amount as opposed to fall. This separation is also motivated by the need to understand the factors (e.g., microphysics, surface turbulent fluxes, dynamics, and thermodynamics) responsible for producing clouds in these individual seasons to provide insight as to the cause(s) of Arctic cloud amount annual cycle differences between models. The application of this grouping allows us to consolidate the analysis and take a deeper look at the influencing factors.

3. Results

3.1. Vertical variations of the cloud amount annual cycle

Figure 3 illustrates the vertically-resolved average cloud amount annual cycle for each group. Group 1 (Fig. 3a) exhibits a minimum in low cloud amount (>850 hPa) in May through July with maximum low cloud amount in January and February. Group 1 high cloud amount follows a similar seasonal pattern as low clouds with a minimum in summer and maximum in the fall/winter at reduced amplitude. Group 2 (Fig. 3b) exhibits a similar high cloud amount annual cycle as Group 1 with smaller cloud amounts and a weaker amplitude. However, the annual cycle of low cloud indicates that cloud amount slowly increases in amount and extends in height through summer, then sharply decreases after September, in sharp contrast with observations and Group 1 (Fig. 3f.g). The standard deviation in cloud amount across each group (Fig. 3d,e) indicates that the largest intra-group differences occur at vertical levels and times of year with the largest cloud amount, below 800 hPa and above 500 hPa in winter for both groups and below 800 hPa in summer. The only exception is in Group 1 where larger standard deviations occur in summer below 800 hPa, when Group 1 models show minimum cloud amount.
Figure 1b,c illustrates the inter-model difference in the seasonal cycle of Arctic cloud amount for low clouds (1000-850 hPa) and high clouds (500-300 hPa), respectively. The results in Figs. 1b,c demonstrate that low clouds predominantly contribute to the winter versus summer peaks in the simulated seasonal cycle of the total cloud amount. The rest of this paper analyzes how the dependence of cloud amount on the cloud influencing factors contributes to these differences in Arctic low cloud amount in winter versus summer. The goal of this paper is to understand how, why, and to what extent do the cloud influencing factors contribute to the differences in the Arctic low cloud amount with winter peaks in Group 1 and summer peaks in Group 2.

3.2. Horizontal variation in the cloud amount annual cycle

The above differences in the annual cycle of the Arctic clouds between Groups 1 and 2 are based on the averages over the entire Arctic region, in this subsection we further confirm that such differences are spatially uniform. Figure 4 illustrates the spatial variations of the low and high cloud amount differences for Group 1 minus Group 2. In winter, Group 1 produces an average of 12.4% more low clouds than Group 2 (Fig. 4a) and 7.3% fewer low clouds in summer (Fig. 4c). These differences are generally spatially uniform. Differences in high cloud amount show similar spatial uniformity but with Group 1 producing more high clouds than Group 2 in both winter (+6.4%) and summer (+3.7%) (Fig. 4b,c). These differences show weak spatial variability and thus indicate that regional differences do not significantly contribute to the annual cycle differences in low or high cloud amount.

Since atmospheric and surface properties vary across the Arctic and can influence the simulated cloud amount, we also analyze the spatial variations in the cloud influencing factors for the model groups (not shown) finding that the differences between Group 1 and 2 exhibit a general spatial uniformity with only minor deviations. As such, the following stratification analysis is performed over the entire Arctic region.

3.3. Inter-group differences in mean and distribution of atmospheric conditions

Arctic cloud formation is influenced by a number of atmospheric characteristics including surface and boundary layer thermodynamic properties and large-scale dynamics (Kay & Gettelman, 2009; Z. Liu & Schweiger, 2017; Taylor et al., 2015). Table 1 and Figure 5 provide the annual-mean ensemble averages of cloud influencing factors for each group and their probability density function (PDF) over the ocean and land surfaces. The average properties in Table 1 for the two groups are generally similar. A difference of means tests between the groups show statistically significant differences for all cloud influencing factors at 95% confidence. Intergroup differences for most cloud influencing factors, however, are small suggesting that differences in the average atmospheric conditions do not drive intergroup differences in the cloud amount annual cycle. Notable exceptions are RH and CLW over both surface types. Group 2 possesses higher RH values and almost twice the average CLW of Group 1. Overall, the spread in the average cloud influencing factors is larger within each group than between Group 1 and 2.

The variability of individual cloud influencing factors is consistent between the groups with some small differences. The PDFs in Fig. 5 summarize the frequency of the cloud influencing factors for Group 1 (red) and Group
2 (blue) separated into land (cross-hatching) and ocean (solid). Figure 5 includes PDFs of each variable derived from MERRA-2 reanalysis and shown in solid black lines for ocean (square symbols) and land (triangle symbols). In most cases, the distribution of cloud influencing factors is similar between the two groups for each surface type. The most notable differences are (1) Group 2 models exhibit a higher frequency of stronger LTS values for both land and ocean (Fig. 5a) and (2) Group 2 -\(\omega_{500}\) exhibits a higher frequency of values near 0 hPa day\(^{-1}\) over both land and ocean (Fig. 5b). In these cases, Group 1 -\(\omega_{500}\) over land and ocean and LTS over ocean is more consistent with MERRA-2. Additional group differences are seen in RH (Fig. 5g), CLI (Fig. 5d) and CLW (Fig. 5h) whereby Group 2 favors higher RH and larger CLW while Group 1 shows a larger CLI and a higher frequency of CLW values near 0 g kg\(^{-1}\).

### 3.4. Dependence of vertically-resolved cloud amount on cloud influencing factors

We investigate the possibility that intergroup differences in cloud amount are explained by differences in the relationship between cloud amount and cloud influencing factors. Figure 6 shows the vertically-resolved average cloud amount binned by five different cloud influencing factors (-\(\omega_{500}\), LTS, ice water path (IWP), total condensed water path (CLWVI; ice plus liquid water path), and SIC). Since Group 1 shows a winter cloud amount peak in the annual cycle, it is expected that Group 1 produces larger cloud amounts than Group 2 throughout the troposphere and especially below 850 hPa for most cloud influencing factors (Fig. 6, right column). Figure 6a,b illustrates the cloud vertical structure as a function of -\(\omega_{500}\) and reveals a general increase in cloud amount as the strength of rising motion increases at most levels for both groups over ocean (from left to right in Fig. 6a,b) and land (Fig. S1). Group 1 exhibits a deviation from this behavior at pressures >950 hPa showing almost no dependence on -\(\omega_{500}\); cloud amount is large under both sinking and rising motion. The inter-group differences (Fig. 6c) indicate that Group 1 produces larger cloud amount than Group 2 throughout the troposphere and particularly at pressures >950 hPa.

Figure 6d,e illustrates a similar dependence of the vertically-resolved average cloud amount stratified by LTS. Both groups exhibit a general decrease in cloud amount with stronger LTS at all levels and over both ocean and land (Fig. S1); in other words, as conditions become more stable clouds tend to occur in a shallower layer closer to the surface, also found in observations (Taylor et al., 2015). Much like -\(\omega_{500}\), Group 1 produces equal or larger cloud amounts at pressures >950 hPa as LTS increases, signaling a potentially important -\(\omega_{500}\)-LTS covariance. Specifically, the average cloud amount is >20% larger in Group 1 than in Group 2 when LTS > 20 K at pressures >950 hPa. The larger cloud amount at pressures >950 hPa can be viewed as either a difference in a dissipative mechanism (e.g., turbulent mixing, cloud microphysics, or precipitation) between the groups or a difference in cloud production (e.g., ice formation or surface-driven buoyancy).

Figure 6f,g,h,i,j,k illustrates the dependence of cloud amount on IWP and CLWVI. Models in both groups favor more cloud amount with higher cloud bases for increasing IWP and CLWVI; both surface types exhibit similar behavior. Group 1 diverges from Group 2 at lower values of IWP and CLWVI (< \(\sim\) 35 g m\(^{-2}\)) by producing maximum cloud amount in the thin cloud regime at pressures >950 hPa (Fig. 6g,j) while Group 2 shows minimum cloud amount. For the average wintertime values of IWP (~32 g m\(^{-2}\)) and CLWVI (~52 g m\(^{-2}\)), Group 1 has larger cloud amount than Group 2 at all levels over ocean and land.
The influence of surface conditions on cloud amount over the Arctic Ocean is assessed using SIC. Representing an integral measure of the surface influence on cloud amount, increased SIC generally corresponds to decreases in surface turbulent fluxes and stronger LTS (Pavelsky et al., 2011; Taylor et al., 2018). Figure 6m,n illustrates that both groups produce a decrease in cloud amount and lower cloud bases with increased SIC; the cloud amount decrease is muted in Group 1 compared to Group 2 (Fig. 6o) as with LTS. However, the inter-group differences at high SIC values are smaller than for LTS (Fig. 6f,o). Overall, the inter-group differences illustrate a weak dependence on SIC in winter.

Figure 7 shows the vertically-resolved average cloud amount dependence on five different cloud influencing factors (\(\omega_{500}, \text{LTS}, \text{IWP}, \text{CLWVI}, \text{and SIC}\)) over land (excluding SIC, which is over ocean) for summer (JJA). Since Group 2 models possess a summer cloud amount peak (especially for low clouds), it is expected that Group 2 models generally produce larger cloud amount than Group 1 throughout the troposphere for almost all cloud influencing factors (right column). We show results over land in summer because differences exceed 20\% over land and are 5-10\% over ocean. The largest inter-group differences are again at pressures >950 hPa, in this case Group 2 exhibits larger cloud amount than Group 1. Important findings from Fig. 7 include (1) the inter-group differences in cloud amount are \(\sim 5\%-10\%\) smaller during summer, (2) Group 2 tends to produce more clouds at pressures >950 hPa for all cloud influencing factors, (3) all dependencies of cloud amount on cloud influencing factors are weaker than in winter, and (4) neither group exhibits a dependence of the average cloud fraction on SIC.

The winter and summer analyses reveal several key takeaways. First, the primary intergroup differences are found at pressures >950 hPa in the thin low cloud regime. Second, the differences in the cloud amount dependence on cloud influencing factors are larger during winter than summer. Third, the largest inter-group differences in winter are found under stable conditions and sinking motion and in summer under rising motion. The fact that intergroup differences in the cloud amount dependence are largest for LTS and \(\omega_{500}\) and the expectation of significant covariances between these two variables warrants a joint distribution analysis to address the question, why are Group 1 models able to maintain large low cloud amount under strong stability and subsidence?

### 3.5. Joint PDFs: LTS and \(\omega_{500}\)

Figure 8 shows the joint distribution of average low cloud amount stratified by both LTS and \(\omega_{500}\) (Fig. 8a-b) with the corresponding frequency of occurrence of each bin in winter contoured over top for Group 1 (Fig. 8a) and Group 2 (Fig. 8b). Cloud amount depends on (1) the relationship between the cloud amount and LTS and \(\omega_{500}\) and (2) how frequently each LTS and \(\omega_{500}\) bin occurs. For regions with LTS<12 K, low cloud amount for both groups is primarily a function of LTS with little dependence on \(\omega_{500}\); the intergroup differences illustrate the same behavior (Fig. 8c). Considering LTS >12 K, low cloud amount exhibits a dependence on both LTS and \(\omega_{500}\), however the intergroup differences still correspond with only to variations in LTS.

While both groups simulate the highest frequency of occurrence of \(\omega_{500}\) bin around -4 hPa day\(^{-1}\), Group 1 most frequently simulates LTS values between 22-24 K whereas Group 2 simulates higher values between 26-30 K (Fig. 8a,b, contours). Thus, the inter-group difference is marked by a dipole pattern along the LTS axis between 22-24 K and 26-30 K, and these regions primarily contribute to the winter low cloud amount between Group 1 and Group 2.
Figure 9 shows the joint distribution of low cloud amount by LTS and $-\omega_{500}$ bins in summer. The pattern in the summer low cloud amount (Fig. 9a,b) is more similar between the groups than in winter yielding smaller inter-group differences (Fig. 9c). Considering LTS<14 K, low cloud amount depends primarily on LTS with a weak dependence on $-\omega_{500}$. For LTS>14 K however, low cloud amount depends on both LTS and $-\omega_{500}$, a behavior similar to winter. Figure 9a,b illustrates that the low cloud amount gradients are sharper in summer than winter, meaning that summer low cloud amount is more susceptible to small changes in LTS and $-\omega_{500}$ than in winter. The inter-group differences in frequency of occurrence indicates that Group 2 exhibits higher LTS values (20-25 K) and lower LTS values (<12 K) more frequently.

The winter or summer average low cloud amount can be estimated from the terms illustrated in Figs. 8 and 9 using

$$\overline{LCA} = \sum_{i,j} LCA(LTS_i, -\omega_{500,j}) \ast RFO(LTS_i, -\omega_{500,j}).$$

(1)

This expression describes the weighted sum of the low cloud amount over all LTS and $-\omega_{500}$ from each i,j bin, where $LCA(LTS_i,-\omega_{500,j})$ corresponds to the low cloud amount as a function of LTS and $-\omega_{500}$ and $RFO(LTS_i,-\omega_{500,j})$ corresponds to the relative frequency of occurrence of each LTS and $-\omega_{500}$. bin. Applying (1) to compute the average low cloud amount, $\overline{LCA}$, in either winter or summer reproduces the winter and summer average low cloud amount for each group to within 1-2% percent (Table 2). We construct $LCA(LTS_i,-\omega_{500,j})$ by averaging, which removes some variability. As such, eq. (1) parameterizes low cloud amount and is not expected to exactly reproduce $\overline{LCA}$. This exercise indicates that $\overline{LCA}$ can be accurately reconstructed using the $LCA(LTS_i,-\omega_{500,j})$ and $RFO(LTS_i,-\omega_{500,j})$ suggesting that this approach is applicable in interpreting drivers of interannual variability or feedbacks in low cloud amount.

Equation (1) can be applied to both Group 1 and Group 2, and then the inter-group differences (Group 1 minus Group 2; $\overline{\delta LCA}_{G1-G2}$) can be estimated and decomposed using a first-order Taylor series approximation to further quantify the relative contributions from differences in 1) $\delta LCA(LTS_i,-\omega_{500,j})$ and 2) $\delta RFO(LTS_i,-\omega_{500,j})$.

$$\overline{\delta LCA}_{G1-G2} = \sum_{i,j} \left[ (\delta LCA(LTS_i,-\omega_{500,j})_{G1-G2} \ast RFO(LTS_i,-\omega_{500,j})_{G1}) \right] +$$

$$\sum_{i,j} \left[ (LCA(LTS_i,-\omega_{500,j})_{G1} \ast \delta RFO(LTS_i,-\omega_{500,j})_{G1-G2}) \right].$$

(2)

In (2), $\overline{\delta LCA}_{G1-G2}$ corresponds to the inter-group difference (Group 1 minus Group 2) in average low cloud amount, $\delta LCA(LTS_i,-\omega_{500,j})_{G1-G2}$ corresponds to the inter-group difference in the dependence of low cloud amount on LTS and $-\omega_{500}$ dependence, and $\delta RFO(LTS_i,-\omega_{500,j})_{G1-G2}$ corresponds to the inter-group difference in the relative frequency of occurrence of LTS and $-\omega_{500}$ bins. In this framework, the first term on the right-hand side, $\delta LCA(LTS_i,-\omega_{500,j})_{G1-G2}$, represents the influence of the parameterized cloud physics and the second term, $\delta RFO(LTS_i,-\omega_{500,j})_{G1-G2}$, represents the influence of atmospheric state occurrence. Table 3 summarizes the results and overwhelmingly indicates that the $\delta LCA(LTS_i,-\omega_{500,j})_{G1-G2}$ term is responsible for the summer and winter inter-group differences in low cloud amount.
While this result attributes the Group 1 minus Group 2 differences to parameterized cloud physics and not the atmospheric state occurrence, it does not explain the fundamental cause. The cause(s) is due to differences in the specifics of the parameterized cloud physics, systematic differences in the atmospheric conditions grouped by $LTS$ and $-\omega_{500}$ bins, or a combination of both. A systematic exploration of the intergroup differences in cloud physics parameterizations are beyond the scope of this study. We explore the intergroup differences in atmospheric conditions within $LTS$ and $-\omega_{500}$ bins to assess their influence on low cloud amount differences.

Characterizing atmospheric state by $LTS$ and $-\omega_{500}$ bins does not account for all inter-group differences in atmospheric state. Thus, we consider atmospheric and surface conditions stratified by $LTS$ and $-\omega_{500}$. Both groups exhibit similar distributions of lower tropospheric $RH$, 950-hPa $T_a$, $SHF$, $LHF$, and $SIC$ (not shown) within the $LTS$ and $-\omega_{500}$ bins in winter (Fig. 10) and summer (Fig. S3). Inter-group differences in $RH$ (Fig. 10c) are generally <5% and anti-correlate with intergroup low cloud amount differences; in other words, Group 2 exhibits smaller low cloud amount than Group 1 and yet has a larger $RH$, more frequently simulating values >80% (Fig. 5g). Alternatively, Group 1 is colder than Group 2 in the most frequently occurring bins (Fig. 10f) and this could lead to differences in cloud microphysics and ice formation. Inter-model differences in $SHF$ and $LHF$ indicate that the intergroup differences change sign with increasing $LTS$; however, these differences anti-correlate with the intergroup differences in low cloud amount.

Intergroup differences in cloud microphysics and specifically the production of cloud liquid versus ice strongly corresponds to intergroup differences in low cloud amount. Figure 11 illustrates the differences in lower tropospheric $CLW$ and $CLI$ stratified by $LTS$ and $-\omega_{500}$. Both groups exhibit similar overall dependencies of the liquid and ice water mixing ratio on $LTS$ and $-\omega_{500}$. Intergroup differences clearly show that Group 2 models produce more cloud liquid whereas Group 1 models produce more ice; Fig. 12 illustrates that same results in summer. Figures 11 and 12 support our idea that Group 1 models sustain a larger production of cloud ice at cold temperatures supporting larger low cloud amount in winter. Moreover, the finding that Group 1 models are drier than Group 2 suggests that the enhanced cloud ice formation dehydrates the winter Arctic atmosphere in these models. The smaller $CLW$ in Group 1 is also related to the greater $CLI$ as some models do not allow supersaturation with respect to ice meaning that liquid supersaturation would not be reached under most Arctic winter conditions. Alternatively, the larger cloud liquid production by Group 2 corresponds to a larger low cloud amount in summer. The correspondence between larger production of cloud liquid and larger low cloud fraction in summer is due to warmer temperatures being less favorable for cloud ice formation. The results support the argument that cloud phase partitioning and cloud microphysical parameterizations explain the differences in the Arctic cloud amount annual cycle and differences in the surface turbulent fluxes and atmospheric circulation contribute little. Therefore, improved representation of the Arctic cloud amount annual cycle requires improvements in the representation of cloud microphysical processes in thin, low clouds.

Due to the importance of $T_a$ and $RH$ to this explanation, we further investigate the low cloud amount dependence on $T_a$ and $RH$ as both variables influence the cloud microphysical parameterizations. Figures 13 and 14 illustrate the joint distribution of the average low cloud amount stratified by lower tropospheric $T_a$ and $RH$ and the frequency of occurrence of each bin in winter and summer, respectively. The largest intergroup differences are found at the coldest temperatures and highest $RH$ values for both winter (Fig. 13) and summer (Fig. 14). Group 1 favors cooler and drier
atmospheric conditions than Group 2 (Fig. 13c), while also producing more clouds under those conditions. In summer, Group 2 models produce larger low cloud amounts compared to Group 1 in the warmer and more humid conditions that occur most frequently (Fig. 14). Group 2 also slightly favors more humid conditions in summer than Group 1 contributing to larger summer low cloud amount. Results applying the decomposition from (1) to the $T_A$ and $RH$ joint distribution indicate that winter differences in the parameterized cloud physics are primarily responsible for $\delta LCA_{G1-G2}$, where as in summer the relative frequency of occurrence is primarily responsible for $\delta LCA_{G1-G2}$ (Table 3). This result supports our conclusion that cloud microphysical processes explain the model differences in Arctic low cloud amount in winter. In summer, however, Fig. 14 indicates that processes that control the frequency of occurrence of $T_A$ and $RH$ states are also important to explain low cloud amount differences.

4. Discussion

This analysis explores the factors that influence Arctic cloud amount within contemporary climate models with the specific focus on understanding the factors that drive differences in the Arctic cloud amount annual cycle. In comparing our results with previous work, the vertically-resolved cloud amount dependencies (Figs. 6 and 7) on cloud influencing factors agrees with the observationally-based analysis of Li et al., (2014). It should be noted that this result is despite differences in the temporal characteristics of the two analyses: monthly-averaged model output vs. instantaneous satellite data. This result implies that the use of monthly averages is not as big of a limiting factor for investigating the cloud dependence on atmospheric and surface conditions as previously assumed. Our results demonstrate that climate model physical parameterizations realistically reproduce the general Arctic cloud amount dependence on atmospheric conditions, yet subtle differences produce large differences in the Arctic cloud amount annual cycle.

We argue that the primary cause of the larger cloud amount in Group 1 during winter is due to the production and maintenance of low clouds at colder surface air temperatures than Group 2. We hypothesize that Group 1 maintains low cloud amount at colder temperatures as a result of ice microphysical parameterization differences by producing more cloud ice than Group 2 overall and especially at colder temperatures and lower $RH$. This hypothesis seems at odds with previous cloud process research considering the mixed-phase cloud system where cloud ice production desiccates super cooled liquid and more efficiently precipitates reducing low cloud amount (Avramov et al., 2011; Morrison et al., 2012). In this case, the results suggest that Group 1 overcomes this by producing more cloud ice. Our result does not imply that this process relationship between cloud ice production and super cooled liquid does not operate in climate models, as we cannot assess the frequency of mixed-phase clouds using monthly averaged output. Overall, the importance of cloud microphysics to model cloud amounts is consistent with previous work illustrating that Arctic clouds and their radiative effects strongly respond to changes in ice microphysics (English et al., 2014; Kay et al., 2016; McCoy et al., 2016; Tan & Storelvmo, 2015).

What do our results argue about the drivers of the Arctic cloud annual cycle? The climate model results argue that the Arctic cloud annual cycle is most strongly driven by the seasonality of cloud microphysics, specifically the cloud phase and temperature relationship. The SIC in both the inter-group differences as well as the cloud amount
dependence on SIC shows a weaker relationship than the other factors indicating a limited role in driving the Arctic cloud annual cycle. The results also do not support a significant role for the seasonality of RH in forcing the Arctic low cloud annual cycle because (1) the seasonality of RH is similar between the two groups (Fig. S3) and (2) models that produce fewer winter clouds possess higher RH. Rather, the cloud microphysics appear to shape Arctic lower tropospheric RH. Changes in atmospheric conditions, specifically LTS and -\omega_{500}, are significant between winter and summer indicating a role for the large-scale circulation. Our results support the idea of Beesley & Moritz (1999) that the covariance between atmospheric temperature and cloud microphysics is a major factor responsible for the Arctic cloud annual cycle.

The cloud ice formation process becomes a critical consideration. Models that do not allow supersaturation with respect to ice implicitly assume that deposition freezing is the dominant ice formation process in Arctic low clouds. However, observational evidence indicates that supercooled liquid must first be present before cloud ice is observed at temperatures warmer than -25°C, supporting the notion that immersion freezing is the dominant process (de Boer et al., 2011). Our results indicate that a better understanding of ice formation mechanisms operating in the Arctic and the conditions under which each dominates would provide an important constraint on climate model physics and Arctic climate simulations.

A new idea from this analysis is one of Arctic cloud susceptibility. Returning to the LTS and -\omega_{500} joint distributions, summer versus winter differences (Figs. 8a,b, and 9a,b) in the low cloud amount dependence are significant. Figures 8 and 9 show that the most frequently occurring atmospheric conditions in summer are found along a strong gradient in the low cloud amount dependence on LTS and -\omega_{500}, not the case for winter. This suggests that summer low cloud amount is more susceptible to changes in atmospheric conditions than winter low clouds. This apparent difference in the susceptibility of low cloud amount to changes in atmospheric conditions could have important implications for Arctic cloud feedback, as (Taylor, 2016) illustrates that changes in LTS imply large changes in the surface cloud radiative effect.

5. Conclusion

Surface and space-based observations of Arctic clouds exhibit a robust annual cycle with maximum cloud amount in fall and a minimum in winter. Variations in cloud amount affect energy flows in the Arctic and strongly influence the surface energy budget. Therefore, understanding the role of clouds in the context of the present-day Arctic climate is imperative for improving predictions of surface temperature and sea ice variability, as well as for projecting Arctic climate change. As we and several authors before demonstrate, contemporary climate models struggle to reproduce observed Arctic cloud amount and its variability, especially within the context of the annual cycle.

Our analysis focuses on identifying the causes of the climate model differences in the annual cycle representation. We find that most climate models tend to fall into one of two groups: one favoring larger winter cloud amount and another favoring larger summer cloud amount. The results demonstrate that differences in low, thin clouds at pressures >950 hPa, not middle or high clouds, are primarily responsible for the total cloud amount annual cycles within each group. These discrepancies between the two model groups exhibit little spatial variability, are consistent between land
and ocean, and are only weakly influenced by sea ice concentration, suggesting that the cause of the cloud amount differences operates Arctic-wide.

Differences in atmospheric and surface conditions represent an important potential source of the low cloud amount differences. The results show small differences in the annual, domain-averaged atmospheric and surface conditions between the two groups and indicate that these are not responsible for the low cloud amount differences. Considering specific atmospheric and surface conditions, we find that models disagree most under strong lower tropospheric stability, weak to moderate mid-tropospheric subsidence, and cold lower tropospheric air temperatures. Overall, the cloud amount dependence on cloud influencing factors explains most of the inter-group differences in cloud amount. Since, the cloud amount dependence on cloud influencing factors in climate models is governed by parameterized cloud physics, the results indicate that parameterization differences are responsible for the cloud amount discrepancies and that differences in the frequency of occurrence of atmospheric and surface conditions between the models is not a significant factor.

Why do models simulate different low cloud amounts under specific atmospheric conditions? Models produce similar dependencies of low cloud amount on atmospheric and surface conditions in summer but not in winter. Models able to sustain larger low cloud amounts at colder surface air temperatures simulate more winter clouds and we argue that the details of the ice microphysical parameterization are responsible by causing a larger production of cloud ice in some models than others. The present analysis is unable to isolate the specific characteristics of the ice microphysical parameterization (e.g., ice formation, crystal habit, mass-diameter relationship, fall speed, gamma size distribution parameters, etc.) that drive these differences, however this should be the focus of future investigation. A commonality of these ice microphysical parameterization characteristics is that few observational constraints are available.

Our results have several implications to our understanding and modeling of Arctic climate.

- Cloud ice microphysical processes are important contributors to the Arctic low cloud amount annual cycle and therefore are important to the seasonality of the Arctic surface energy budget and sea ice cover.
- Mean Arctic low cloud amount is strongly constrained by atmospheric variability, namely by the lower tropospheric stability and mid-tropospheric vertical motion fields.
- Lower tropospheric stability plays an important role in explaining the inter-model differences in low cloud amount.
- Cloud microphysical parameterizations drive significant inter-model differences in Arctic cloud amount and its annual cycle.
- Improved modeling of the Arctic cloud amount annual cycle, and its influences on Arctic climate variability and change, requires observational constraints on ice microphysical processes, particularly on cloud phase partitioning and ice formation mechanisms.
- The general thinking that models producing too much ice then desiccate supercooled liquid and yield fewer clouds does not explain model biases in low cloud amount. Our results indicate that in winter larger ice production supports larger low cloud amounts, likely because models simulate very little supercooled liquid in winter. Larger supercooled liquid water is associated with larger low cloud amounts in summer.
In closing, Arctic cloud amount plays a significant role in shaping Arctic climate system evolution. Given the stark evidence that the Arctic climate is changing more rapidly than the rest of the globe, improved modeling capabilities in this highly varying, highly susceptible, and geopolitically important region is urgent. A better understanding of Arctic clouds is vital to providing this improved capability. This analysis advances our understanding of the factors that drive Arctic cloud behavior in climate models and points to unresolved issues in ice microphysics as the likely explanation. Thus, our results underscore the vital need for observational constraints on these critical processes.
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Table 1: Annual mean atmospheric conditions for MERRA-2, Group 1, Group 2 for ocean and land, and the 95% confidence interval for the difference in means (Group 1 – Group 2).

### OCEAN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MERRA-2</th>
<th>GROUP 1</th>
<th>GROUP 2</th>
<th>95% CI OF $\mu_{G1} - \mu_{G2}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LTS (K)</td>
<td>21.29</td>
<td>20.67</td>
<td>22.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-$\omega_{500}$ (hPa day$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>-1.67</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHF (W m$^{-2}$)</td>
<td>8.69</td>
<td>4.55</td>
<td>6.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LHF (W m$^{-2}$)</td>
<td>12.56</td>
<td>11.85</td>
<td>11.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOW CLOUD (%)</td>
<td>25.10</td>
<td>25.60</td>
<td>21.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH CLOUD (%)</td>
<td>16.50</td>
<td>18.00</td>
<td>12.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIC (%)</td>
<td>73.68</td>
<td>73.00</td>
<td>0.616</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOW-LEVEL RH (%)</td>
<td>83.40</td>
<td>79.50</td>
<td>84.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOW-LEVEL $T_A$ (K)</td>
<td>262.00</td>
<td>260.90</td>
<td>261.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLI (g kg$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>0.0016</td>
<td>0.0050</td>
<td>0.0040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLW (g kg$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>0.0180</td>
<td>0.0140</td>
<td>0.0240</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### LAND

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MERRA-2</th>
<th>GROUP 1</th>
<th>GROUP 2</th>
<th>95% CI OF $\mu_{G1} - \mu_{G2}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LTS (K)</td>
<td>19.69</td>
<td>19.91</td>
<td>19.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-$\omega_{500}$ (hPa day$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>-3.73</td>
<td>-0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHF (W m$^{-2}$)</td>
<td>7.31</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>1.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LHF (W m$^{-2}$)</td>
<td>22.96</td>
<td>15.32</td>
<td>13.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOW CLOUD (%)</td>
<td>19.80</td>
<td>22.67</td>
<td>19.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH CLOUD (%)</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>21.15</td>
<td>15.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOW-LEVEL RH (%)</td>
<td>82.00</td>
<td>77.00</td>
<td>81.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOW-LEVEL $T_A$ (K)</td>
<td>266.00</td>
<td>263.30</td>
<td>264.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLI (g kg$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>0.0009</td>
<td>0.0045</td>
<td>0.0041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLW (g kg$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>0.0200</td>
<td>0.0160</td>
<td>0.0260</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Summary of the average low cloud amount for each group from model output and as computed using Equation (1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>GROUP 1</th>
<th>GROUP 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DJF domain-averaged LCA</strong></td>
<td>29.0%</td>
<td>17.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DJF LCA from Eq. (1)</strong></td>
<td>29.8%</td>
<td>16.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JJA domain-averaged LCA</strong></td>
<td>23.1%</td>
<td>27.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JJA LCA from Eq. (1)</strong></td>
<td>21.8%</td>
<td>26.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Summary of decomposition results attributing Group 1 minus Group 2 differences in the average low cloud amount following Equation (2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\Delta LCA_{G1-G2}$</th>
<th>$\delta LCA_{G1-G2}$</th>
<th>$\delta LCA_{G1-G2} \cdot RFO_{G1}$</th>
<th>$LCA_{G1} \cdot \delta RFO_{G1-G2}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>WINTER</strong></td>
<td>11.80%</td>
<td>13.30%</td>
<td>13.10%</td>
<td>0.17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SUMMER</strong></td>
<td>-3.84%</td>
<td>-4.45%</td>
<td>-4.49%</td>
<td>0.05%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**AVERAGE LCA CONSTRUCTED FROM [$LTS_i, -\omega_{500}$]**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\Delta LCA_{G1-G2}$</th>
<th>$\delta LCA_{G1-G2}$</th>
<th>$\delta LCA_{G1-G2} \cdot RFO_{G1}$</th>
<th>$LCA_{G1} \cdot \delta RFO_{G1-G2}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>WINTER</strong></td>
<td>11.60%</td>
<td>10.40%</td>
<td>12.20%</td>
<td>-1.80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SUMMER</strong></td>
<td>-4.20%</td>
<td>-4.68%</td>
<td>-1.37%</td>
<td>-3.31%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1: Annual cycle of (a) total cloud amount, (b) low cloud amount (defined as cloud between 1000 – 850 hPa) and (c) high cloud amount (cloud between 500 – 300 hPa). Color lines represent individual CMIP5 models. The black line with squares represents C3M observations and the black line with circles represents MERRA-2. The gray shading in (a) represents the 95% confidence interval for the difference in means between C3M and the ensemble; the yellow shading in (b)-(c) represents the ensemble mean +/- one standard deviation.
Figure 2: Average total cloud amount in winter (DJF) vs average summer (JJA). Models above the 1:1 line (maximum cloud amount in winter; circle symbols) are defined as Group 1 and those below the 1:1 line (maximum cloud amount in summer; square symbols) are Group 2. The yellow star represents C3M observations.
Figure 3: Vertically-resolved mean cloud amount annual cycle for (a) Group 1, (b) Group 2, and (c) Group 1 – Group 2. The vertically resolved standard deviation across the (d) Group 1 and (e) Group 2 members. Observational profiles of cloud amount are shown for (f) C3M and (g) MERRA-2.
Figure 4: Spatial variations in Group 1 minus Group 2 cloud amount differences for (a) winter low clouds, (b) winter high clouds, (c) summer low clouds, and (d) summer high clouds.
Figure 5: Probability distributions of (a) LTS, (b) $-\psi_{900}$, (c) low-level $T_A$, (d) CLI, (e) SHF, (f) LHF, (g) RH, and (h) CLW. Red shading denotes Group 1, blue denotes Group 2, solid fill represents ocean grid boxes, and cross-hatching represents land grid boxes. The solid black line shows MERRA-2 reanalysis values for ocean (square symbol) and land (triangle symbol). Distributions include all months of the year.
Figure 6: Vertically-resolved, DJF average cloud amount stratified by $\omega_{500}$ for (a) Group 1, (b) Group 2, and (c) Group 1 minus Group 2, LTS for (d) Group 1, (e) Group 2, and (f) Group 1 minus Group 2, IWP for (g) Group 1, (h) Group 2, and (i) Group 1 minus Group 2, CLWVI for (j) Group 1, (k) Group 2, and (l) Group 1 minus Group 2, and SIC for (m) Group 1, (n) Group 2, and (o) Group 1 minus Group 2. All panels are for ocean.
Figure 7: Vertically-resolved, JJA cloud amount stratified by $\omega_{500}$ for (a) Group 1, (b) Group 2, and (c) Group 1 minus Group 2, LTS for (d) Group 1, (e) Group 2, and (f) Group 1 minus Group 2, IWP for (g) Group 1, (h) Group 2, and (i) Group 1 minus Group 2, CLWVI for (j) Group 1, (k) Group 2, and (l) Group 1 minus Group 2, and SIC for (m) Group 1, (n) Group 2, and (o) Group 1 minus Group 2. All panels are over land except for SIC.
Figure 8: Contours of average low cloud amount for DJF in the LTS and \(-\omega_{500}\) joint distribution for (a) Group 1, (b) Group 2, and (c) Group 1 minus Group 2. The frequency of occurrence each LTS and \(-\omega_{500}\) bin is contoured in solid black with an interval of 0.2%. 
Figure 9: Contours of average low cloud amount for JJA in the LTS and $-\omega_{500}$ joint distribution for (a) Group 1, (b) Group 2, and (c) Group 1 minus Group 2. The frequency of occurrence each LTS and $-\omega_{500}$ bin is contoured in solid black with an interval of 0.2%. 
Figure 10: Contours of DJF atmospheric and surface conditions in the LTS and ω_500 joint distribution for (left column) Group 1, (middle column) Group 2, and (right column) Group 1 minus Group 2 for (a-c) RH, (d-f) T_A at 950hPa, (g-i) SHF, and (j-l) LHF.
Figure 11: Contours of DJF low cloud CLW for (a) Group 1, (b) Group 2, and (c) Group 1 minus Group 2 and CLI (d) Group 1, (e) Group 2, and (f) Group 1 minus Group 2.
Figure 12: Contours of JJA low cloud CLW for (a) Group 1, (b) Group 2, and (c) Group 1 minus Group 2 and CLI (d) Group 1, (e) Group 2, and (f) Group 1 minus Group 2.
Figure 13: Contours of average low cloud amount for DJF the $T_A$-RH joint distribution for (a) Group 1, (b) Group 2, and (c) Group 1 minus Group 2. The frequency of occurrence of each $T_A$-RH bins is contoured in solid black with an interval of 0.2%.
Figure 14: Contours of average low cloud amount for JJA the $T_A$-RH joint distribution for (a) Group 1, (b) Group 2, and (c) Group 1 minus Group 2. The frequency of occurrence of each $T_A$-RH bin is contoured in solid black with an interval of 0.2%.